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Ending a Friendship
Not All Friends are Good Friends
A friendship that serves to
support, encourage and
entertain is a good
relationship but not all friends
are good friends. Review some
of the following types of
friends and take a moment to
evaluate some of your
friendships.

The Emotional Vampire
This is the friend who
seems to suck the life out of
you. Whether you realize
exactly how they do it or not,
they seem to leave you feeling
exhausted. These types of
people tend to constantly be
surrounded with some sort of
drama and they drag you right
down in to it. Do you really
want to hear about their sorry

relationship every time you
see them? Life is rarely
pleasant, and they have
continuous problems they need
to complain about. You might
talk to this person about their
effect on you, but you’ll soon
realize these people rarely
change. Friendship is about
giving and taking, and if this
friend is only taking, you
deserve better.

The One-Upper/Snob
When you’re sharing an
experience that’s important to
you, this person interrupts
with a story or experience
that’s just a little better than
yours. Their stories will always
be more – more pleasant, more
exciting, more dreadful, or

more dramatic. If your friend
doesn’t know how to listen and
validate you, it’s time to start
questioning how much they
truly care about you. They
should realize that what you
have to say should be equally
valued. This person's rudeness
can also run off your good
friends.
The Big Three: Lying,
Cheating, or Stealing
Everyone makes mistakes, but
after you give this friend
multiple chances, it may be
time to end the friendship. A
friend who constantly lies or
steals from you is not showing
you the respect that friends
should show one another.
There is no value in this

person or your friendship.

The Harvey Two-Face
The friend who says one thing
and does something else. Or
the friend who is nice to your
face and then talks badly
about you behind your back.
Do they make fun of your
clothes? Weight? Hair? Their
actions tend to be more
severe than the typical casual
gossip common among friends.
This type of bad friend’s
actions are purposeful,
hurtful, and continue
regardless of your objections.

The Reputation Squasher
Your friend is banging every
man or woman in the place like
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